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Linked lists

•A collection of elements called nodes;

•Builds an order relation based on how each node is positioned 

when inserted in the list;

•Elements of same type – homogeneous structure;

•List’s length – the number of nodes;

•Resembles the unidimensional arrays;

•HEAP allocated structure, managed by a pointer to the first 

element of the list called head.



Linked lists

•Linked lists are linear structures;

•Contains two different types of fields:

•useful data – used for processing information;

•link data – used to refer other similar elements, called nodes;

•The first and last node are called head and tail and could have special 

values in the link data field, based on the implementation:

•non-circular lists: NULL , 0 or nullptr;

•pointer to head for the tail (simple and double lists) 

•pointer to tail for the head (double lists)



Linked lists

Generic list with n elements:

A1, A2, A3, …, Ai-1, Ai, Ai+1, …, An

Properties:

-list size = n (n=0 => null list);

-first element = A1;

-last element = An;

-Ai succeeds Ai-1 (i <= n) – Ai is a successor;

-Ai-1 precedes Ai (i > 1) – Ai-1 is a predecessor;



Linked lists

Implementation:

•By the use of pointer variables;

•Each node has two type of information:

-Fields for useful data – for processing operations;

-Fields for chaining nodes – pointers to other nodes in the structure.



Linked lists

Defining the structure of each node for a simple linked list:

struct Nod{

char data;

Nod *next;

};



Linked lists

Disposing memory with free

free prim;

Memory allocation in HEAP for one element 
of this type

prim = (Nod*)malloc(sizeof(Nod));

Declare a variable of type pointer to the Nod 
structure

Nod* prim= NULL;



Linked lists

Disposing memory with delete

delete prim;

Memory allocation in HEAP for one 
element of this type
prim = new Nod;

Declare a variable of type pointer to the 
Nod structure

Nod* prim= NULL;



Linked lists
prim->data prim->next

prim->next->next
prim->next->data

prim



Linked lists

Memory Stack:

Memory Heap:

4 bytes

16 bytes

?

?



Linked lists

head = head->next;



Linked lists

head->next = head->next->next;



Linked lists

head->next->next->next->next = head;



Linked lists vs. Arrays
Simple lists Dynamic arrays Static arrays

Variable number of elements, without knowing the size from the 

start

Fixed number of elements with 

memory reservation at the 

declaration stage

Elements allocated at random 

addresses from HEAP

Compact memory space 

allocated in the HEAP sector

Compact memory space in the 

STACK or DATA segment

Memory allocated at runtime
Memory allocated at the 

compiling stage

Addressing each element at the 

time, with O(n) complexity 

starting from the head

Addressing each element by its position in the structure added as 

an offset (index * sizeof(element_type) to the first element

Additional memory needed for 

referring the structure

The structure is referred by using the name of the array which is 

also an address to the first element of the structure



Linked lists vs. Arrays

Lists Arrays

Access to the i element Sequential - O(i) Direct - O(1)

Frequent operations for random 

access to memory  

Operations based on the current 

element (cursor)  

Structure resize
 

Dummy nodes
 

Pros and cons of Lists and Arrays



Linked lists operations

• Building a list by multiple insertions of a node;

• Crossing the structure;

• Searching a node;

• Interchanging nodes;

• Deleting a node;

• Deleting a list;

• Sorting a list;

• Concatenating a list;

• Collating or merging a list.



Simple Linked Lists

Head insertion…



Simple Linked Lists

Crossing the list…



Simple Linked Lists

Tail insertion …



Simple Linked Lists

Insertion after a specified node …



Simple Linked Lists

Insertion before a specified key …



Simple Linked Lists

Deleting a node …



Simple Linked Lists

Cloning a list …



Simple Linked Lists

Cloning a list …



Double Linked Lists

•Linear structure;

•Two fields used for binding nodes; successor and predecessor of 

the current node;

•For a non-circular structure, the last node doesn’t have successor 

– the link data is NULL or 0;

•For a non-circular structure, the first node doesn’t have 

predecessor – the link data is NULL or 0;



Double Linked Lists

•The structure can be easily managed with two pointers: 

•One points to the first node, the head of the list;

•Another points to the last node, the tail of the list;

•The pointer to a previous element makes the structure more 

efficient in terms of basic operations;



Double Linked Lists
Graphical representation

Definition of a double linked list type:

struct NodD{

char data;

NodD *prev, *next;

};



Double Linked Lists

Memory allocations for a single node:

NodD *nodD = (NodD*)malloc(sizeof(NodD));

Memory deallocation for a specific node of a double linked list:

free nodD;

Initialization of the data field depends on the type of the useful 

information:
nodD->data = 'Z';

nodD->next = NULL;

nodD->prev = NULL;



Double Linked Lists

Encapsulating the addresses of the first and last node of the list 
(Dummy nodes):

struct ListaD{

NodD *first, *last;

};

Declaring a list with no elements by using a Dummy node:

ListaD lst;

lst.first=NULL;

lst.last=NULL;



Double Linked Lists

Addressing data from the first node of the list by using the dummy 
node:

lst.first->info;

lst.first->next;

lst.first->prev;

Addressing data from the last node of the list by using the dummy 
node:

lst.last->info;

lst.last->next;

lst.last->prev;



The degree of memory usage:

𝐷𝑀𝑈 =
𝑀𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙

𝑀𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑

where:

𝑀𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙 - memory used for storing the data fields of a list; the useful 

information in a list;

𝑀𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 - the total amount of memory used for storing the entire 
structure;



Generic lists

template<class T> struct nodLista{

T infoUtil;

nodLista* pnext;

};

template<class T> struct lista{

nodLista<T>* dummyHead;

nodLista<T>* dummyTail;

};



Generic lists

Advantages:

•Using the same structure for declaring lists with multiple types of 

useful information;

•Reuse of list operations for multiple data types;

•More generic and type-safe programing;
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